Abstract. For a standard Artinian k-algebra A = R/I, we give equivalent conditions for A to have the weak (or strong) Lefschetz property or the strong Stanley property in terms of the minimal system of generators of the generic initial ideal gin(I) of I under the reverse lexicographic order. Using the equivalent condition for the weak Lefschetz property, we show that some graded Betti numbers of gin(I) are determined just by the the Hilbert function of I if A has the weak Lefschetz property. Furthermore, for the case that A is a standard Artinian k-algebra of codimension 3, we show that every graded Betti numbers of gin(I) are determined by the graded Betti numbers of I if A has the weak Lefschetz property. And if A has the strong Lefschetz (resp. Stanley) property, then we show that the minimal system of generators of gin(I) is determined by the graded Betti numbers (resp. by the Hilbert function) of I.
Introduction
Let I be a homogeneous ideal of the polynomial ring R = k[x 1 , . . . , x n ] over a field k. Throughout this paper, we use only a field k of characteristic 0. After Fröberg [7] introduced the conjecture about the Hilbert series of generic algebras, it is one of the remarkable problems under which condition A = R/I has the weak (or strong) Lefschetz property, which will be explicitly defined in Definition 2.2. Recently, many authors achieved some results on this problem. Watanabe [15] showed that "most" Artinian Gorenstein rings with fixed socle degree have the strong Lefschetz property(Cf. [14] ). In particular, it was proved by Watanabe that any generic Artinian Gorenstein k-algebra has the strong Lefschetz property. And Harima, Migliore, Nagel and Watanabe [10] showed that A has the strong Lefschetz property if I is any complete intersection ideal of codimension 2, and has the weak Lefschetz property if I is any complete intersection ideal of codimension 3. But it remains as an open problem whether any complete intersection Artinian k-algebra A has the weak Lefschetz property or not in higher codimension case.
In this paper, we study Lefschetz properties and the strong Stanley property in the view point of generic initial ideals. We begin Section 2 with definitions of the weak (or strong) Lefschetz property and the strong Stanley property of A = R/I. Then we introduce some results of Wiebe who firstly investigated the Lefschetz properties in the viewpoint of generic initial ideal. Wiebe [16] proved that A = R/I has the weak (resp. strong) Lefschetz property if and only if R/gin(I) has the weak (resp. strong) Lefschetz property, where gin(I) is the generic initial ideal of I with respect to the reverse lexicographic order (see Proposition 2.7). And he (or she) gave an equivalent condition for A = R/I to have the weak Lefschetz property in terms of the graded Betti numbers of gin(I) (see Proposition 2.8). We will give another equivalent conditions and compute the graded Betti numbers of gin(I) more precisely. To do so, we introduce the first reduction number and the minimal system of generators of gin(I) in section 2.
In section 3, we give equivalent conditions for A to have the weak Lefschetz property (Proposition 3.4), the strong Lefschetz property (Theorem 3.7), and the strong Stanley property (Theorem 3.10), respectively, in terms of the minimal system of generators of gin(I). And, as a result of Proposition 3.4, we show that some graded Betti numbers of gin(I) can be computed just from the Hilbert function of I (Corollary 3.5).
If we restrict ourselves to the case R = k[x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ], then we can obtain more information on the minimal system of generators of gin(I) from the Hilbert function or the graded Betti numbers of R/I. In section 4, under this restriction for R, we show that if R/I has the weak Lefschetz property, then the minimal generator T 's of gin(I) with max(T ) ≤ 2 are uniquely determined by the graded Betti numbers of R/I (Proposition 4.5). Together with Corollary 3.5, this implies that every graded Betti numbers of gin(I) can be computed from the graded Betti numbers of I. And if R/I has the strong Lefschetz property, then we show that the minimal system of generators of gin(I) is uniquely determined by the graded Betti numbers of R/I (Proposition 4.6). At last we show that if R/I has the strong Stanley property, then the minimal system of generators of gin(I) is uniquely determined by the Hilbert function of R/I (Proposition 4.8).
Preliminaries
Let R = k[x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] be the polynomial ring over a field k. For a homogeneous ideal I and a linear form L in R, we have the multiplication map (2.1) Consider the exact sequence induced by
If the multiplication ×L i has maximal rank, then either ((I :
There is more stronger property that a standard Artinian k-algebra may have. That is the strong Stanley property named by Watanabe in the paper [15] , though it was originally called as the hard Lefschetz property. From the following exact sequence
we can see that A = R/I has the strong Stanley property if and only if (I :
Remark 2.3. A standard Artinian k-algebra A = R/I has the strong Stanley property if and only if A has the strong Lefschetz property and the Hilbert function of A is symmetric.
In this paper, we will investigate those properties in the viewpoint of the generic initial ideal of I with respect to the reverse lexicographic order. The notion of a generic initial ideal originates with the following theorem of Galligo in [8] .
Theorem 2.4. [8] For any multiplicative monomial order τ and any homogeneous
We define the generic initial ideal of I, denoted by gin τ (I), to be
The most important property of generic initial ideals is that they are Borel-fixed. In characteristic 0 case, note that a monomial ideal I is Borel-fixed if and only if I is strongly stable: i.e., if T is a monomial,
For a monomial ideal I, we denote by G(I) the minimal system of generators of I, and by G(I) d the set of minimal generators of I of degree d. For a monomial T of R, we set max(T ) = max{i | x i divides T }. Eliahou-Kervaire Theorem gives us an easy way to compute the graded Betti numbers of a stable monomial ideal I of R. (1) R/I has the weak (resp. strong) Lefschetz property.
(2) x n is a weak (resp. strong) Lefschetz element on R/I. Consider the following exact sequence
Then we can see that R/I has the weak (resp. strong) Lefschetz property if and only if either (gin(I) :
The following proposition is an equivalent condition for R/I to have the weak Lefschetz property in terms of the graded Betti numbers of gin(I). In Proposition 3.4, we will give another equivalent condition for R/I to have the weak Lefschetz property. And we give a tool to compute the graded Betti numbers of gin(I) from the Hilbert function of R/I, if R/I has the weak Lefschetz property, in Corollary 3.5. For these, we need the notion of reduction numbers. Definition 2.9. If I is a homogeneous ideal of R with dim R/I = s, then we define the i-th reduction number of R/I to be r i (R/I) = min{t | dim k (R/(I + J i )) t+1 = 0} for i ≥ s, where J i is an ideal generated by i general linear forms in R.
The following theorem implies that reduction numbers of R/I and R/gin(I) are the same, if we use the reverse lexicographic order.
Theorem 2.10. [11] For a homogeneous ideal I of R, if gin(I) is a generic initial ideal of I with respect to the reverse lexicographic order, then
In what follows, we will use only the reverse lexicographic order as a multiplicative monomial order. Suppose that I is a homogeneous ideal of R such that R/I is a Cohen-Macaulay ring with dim R/I = n − r. In the paper [3] , G(gin(I)) is completely determined by the positive integer f 1 and functions f i : Z i ≥0 −→ Z ≥0 ∪ {∞} defined as follows:
∈ G(gin(I)), and
and let
Proposition 2.12.
[3] Let f 1 , . . . , f r be defined as in (2.4) . Then the minimal system of generators of gin(I) is G in (2.6).
Remark 2.13.
(
is an element of G(gin(I)) and 0
Proof. By the definition of J i , it is enough to show that |α| < f i (0, . . . , 0). If |α| = 0, then the assertion follows, hence we may assume that |α| ≥ 1. Suppose to the contrary that |α| ≥ f i (0, . . . , 0). Then x |α| i ∈ gin(I). Since gin(I) is strongly stable,
Remark 2.14. Note that the set J r−1 determines the minimal generator T 's of gin(I) satisfying max(T ) ≤ r − 1. Indeed, if i ≤ r − 1 and
This shows that the assertion follows.
The following example will help to understand above remarks.
Example 2.15. Suppose that an homogeneous ideal I of R = k[x, y, z, w] has the following the generic initial ideal:
Since f 1 = 2, we have J 1 = { 0, 1}. And f 2 (0) = 3, f 2 (1) = 1 imply that J 2 = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 0)}. And note that
Equivalent Conditions
Throughout this section we assume that A = t i=0 A i = R/I is a standard Artinian algebra over a field k, where I is a homogeneous ideal of R = k[x 1 , . . . , x n ] and t = max{i | A i = 0}.
In Proposition 2.8, an equivalent condition for A to have the weak Lefschetz property was given in terms of the graded Betti numbers of gin(I). In this section, we give equivalent conditions for A to have the weak Lefschetz property (Proposition 3.4), the strong Lefschetz property (Theorem 3.7), and the strong Stanley property (Theorem 3.10), respectively, in terms of the minimal system of generators of gin(I). Furthermore, as a result of Proposition 3.4, we show that graded Betti numbers of gin(I) can be computed just from the Hilbert function of I (See Corollary 3.5).
To see the relation between the Hilbert function of I and the minimal generator T 's of gin(I) with max(T ) = n, consider the following lemma and proposition. Although these are introduced in the paper [1] , we give full proofs of them because we modified a little.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that T x i n is not a minimal generator of gin(I).
e. max(u) < n, and so x n divides M . But since gin(I) is strongly stable, this implies that
which is a contradiction.
. . , T t are monomials which form a k-basis of ((gin(I) :
In particular,
where
Proof. Note that if T ∈ G(gin(I)) is a monomial with deg(T ) = d and max(T ) = n, then T /x n is a nonzero monomial in ((gin(I) : x n )/gin(I)) d−1 . Hence, it is enough to show that if T 1 , . . . , T t are monomials which form a k-basis of ((gin(I) : x n )/gin(I)) d−1 , then T i x n ∈ G(gin(I)) for all i. But this follows from Lemma 3.1.
For the second assertion, note that d > r 1 (A) implies x d n−1 ∈ gin(I) by the definition of the reduction number r 1 (A). Since gin(I) is strongly stable, this implies that (R/(gin(I) + x n )) d = 0. From the exact sequence (2.3), we have
The second equality in (3.1) follows from the first assertion. 
which is a contradiction. The last assertion follows from Proposition 3.2 and the first assertion.
The following proposition gives us a criterion to check that A = R/I has the weak Lefschetz property, if we know the minimal system of generators or the graded Betti numbers of gin(I) and the first reduction number r 1 (A). Remind J n−1 defined in (2.5). 
Proof. The assertions follow from Proposition 3.2, Proposition 3.4, and EliahouKervaire Theorem.
Example 3.6. Consider two strongly stable ideals of R = k[x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ] defined by
Since deg(x 1 x 3 ) = 2 < 3 = r 1 (R/I) + 1, R/I does not have the weak Lefschetz property, but R/J has.
The following theorem gives an equivalent condition for A = R/I to have the strong Lefschetz property in terms of the minimal system of generators of gin(I). (1) |α| + f n (α 1 , . . . , α n−1 ) ≥ r 1 (A) + 1, and
where |α| = n−1 j=1 α j . Proof. Suppose that A has the strong Lefschetz property, and (α 1 , . . . , α n−1 ) ∈ J n−1 . The first assertion follows from Proposition 3.4. For the second assertion, note that (0, . . . , 0, |α|) ∈ J n−1 by Remark 2.13 (2) . Hence if (0, . . . , 0, |α| + 1) / ∈ J n−1 , then x |α|+1 n−1 ∈ gin(I) by the definition of J n−1 . So we have f n (0, . . . , 0, |α| + 1) = 0, and the second assertion follows from Lemma 2.11 (1). Thus we can assume that (0, . . . , 0, |α| + 1) ∈ J n−1 . For simplicity, let β = f n (α 1 , . . . , α n−1 ). Then x Every generator T which is divisible by w has degree ≥ 3, and r 1 (R/I) = 2. Furthermore, I satisfies the second condition in Theorem 3.7. Hence R/I has the strong Lefschetz property. 
On the other hand, note that x |α| n−1 x t−2|α|+1 n ∈ gin(I) because R t−|α|+1 = (gin(I) + x t−2|α|+2 n ) t−|α|+1 . This shows that f n (0, . . . , 0, |α|) ≤ t − 2|α| + 1, by the definition of f n . Since gin(I) is strongly stable, we have
The assertion follows from (1) and (2). Conversely, suppose that the equation in (3.2) holds. We need to show that (gin(I) : x t−2i n ) i = gin(I) i and x Now if (α 1 , . . . , α n−1 ) is an element of J n−1 , then f n (α 1 , . . . , α n−1 ) = t − 2|α| + 1 by the assumption. Hence we have
by the definition of f n . But this contradicts that |α| ≤ i. So (α 1 , . . . , α n−1 ) / ∈ J n−1 . By definition of J n−1 , this implies that either α 1 ≥ f 1 or there exists ν such that 1 < ν ≤ n − 1, (α 1 , . . . , α ν−1 ) ∈ J ν−1 and f ν (α 1 , . . . , α ν−1 ) ≤ α ν . In any case 
Finally, to show that x i+1 n−1 x t−2i−1 n ∈ gin(I) t−i , we may assume that i+1 ≤ r 1 (A), otherwise x i+1 n−1 ∈ gin(I) by the definition of r 1 (A), hence the assertion is achieved. Since i+1 ≤ r 1 (A) = f n−1 (0, . . . , 0)−1, the element (0, . . . , 0, i+1) ∈ Z n−1 ≥0 belongs to J n−1 . By the assumption, we have f n (0, . . . , 0, i+1) = t−2(i+1)+1 = t−2i−1, and hence x 
This theorem means we can obtain the minimal free resolution of J from the minimal free resolution of gin(J) by deleting some adjacent summands of the same degree. Using this theorem, we get the following lemma. 
Proof. First we will show that the equality in (2) holds. By Theorem 4.1, for each i, there exist s i , t i ∈ Z ≥0 such that
By Proposition 3.4, if i ≤ r 1 (A) + 1, then β 2,i+1 (gin(I)) = 0, and so s i = 0. This implies that β 1,i+1 (gin(I)) − t i = β 1,i+1 (I), and β 0,i+1 (gin(I)) − t i = β 0,i+1 (I). Hence the equality follows.
By Eliahou-Kervaire Theorem, we have
and hence the equality in (1) follows. Hence it is enough to show that β 0,j (gin(I)) and β 1,j+1 (gin(I)) are determined by the graded Betti numbers of I for j ≤ r 1 (A) + 1. Since β 0,r1(A)+2 (gin(I)) is already known, β 1,r1(A)+2 (gin(I)) is determined by Lemma 4.2 (2), and also β 0,r1(A)+1 (gin(I)) is determined by Lemma 4.2 (1). Inductively, if we know the value of β 0,i+1 (gin(I)) for i ≤ r 1 (A), then β 1,i+1 (gin(I)) and β 0,i (gin(I)) are determined by Lemma 4.2 (2) and (1), respectively. Hence the assertion follows. Now we will show that if A = R/I has the weak Lefschetz property, then the minimal generator T of gin(I) with max(T ) ≤ 2 is determined by the graded Betti numbers of I. We need the following easy lemma. 
And note that for i ≤ r 1 (A), β 0,i (gin(I)) is the number of minimal generator T 's of gin(I) such that max(T ) ≤ 2 and deg(T ) = i, by Proposition 3.4. This implies that β 0,i (gin(I)) = ♯{j | j + f 2 (j) = i}. Using Lemma 4.4, we can see that f 2 is determined by β 0,i (gin(I)). And the last assertion follows by Proposition 3.4.
If R/I has the strong Lefschetz property, then we will show that the minimal system of generators of gin(I) is determined by the graded Betti numbers of I. Remind that determining the minimal system of generators of gin(I) is equivalent to computing f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 defined as in (2.4) . From Proposition 4.5, we already know that f 1 , f 2 are determined by the graded Betti numbers of I. Hence it is enough to show that f 3 is also determined by those of I in the case that A = R/I has the strong Lefschetz property. Now
where f 1 = a and f 2 is as shown in the proof of Proposition 4.5. Partition J 2 into the sets J[t] defined by
, and the minimal generator of gin(I) corresponding to the element (
, whose degree is α 2 ). We will say that α 1 + α 2 + f 3 (α 1 , α 2 ) is the degree of (α 1 , α 2 ). 
by Remark 2.13 (3), and hence
This shows that, for each t, we have a nondecreasing sequence {a t,i } of degrees of elements in J[t]: Indeed, suppose that J[t] = { (α 1,1 , α 1,2 ) , . . . , (α jt,1 , α jt,2 )} and α j,1 ≥ α j+1,1 . If we set a t,i = t + f 3 (α i,1 , α i,2 ), then we have
where |J[t]| is the number of elements in J [t] . Note that a t,|J[t]| = t + f 3 (0, t), as shown in the above. And since A = R/I has the strong Lefschetz property, (α 1 , α 2 ) ∈ J[t] implies that
and hence t + 1 + f 3 (0, t + 1) ≤ t + f 3 (α 1 , α 2 ), by Theorem 3.7. This shows that a t+1,|J[t+1]| ≤ a t,1 for any 0 ≤ t ≤ r 1 (A) − 1. Thus we have a non-decreasing sequence of degrees of the elements in the whole set J 2 :
Since β 2,2+d (gin(I)) is the number of the minimal generator T 's of gin(I) such that deg(T ) = d and max(T ) = 3, i.e.,
a i,j is uniquely determined by β 2,2+d (gin(I)), by Lemma 4.4, so we are done.
Until now, we show that if A = R/I is a standard Artinian graded k-algebra of codimension 3 which has the strong Lefschetz property, then the minimal system of generators of gin(I) is determined by the graded Betti numbers of I. But if A has the strong Stanley property, then we will show that the minimal system of generators of gin(I) is determined by the Hilbert function of A.
2 with respect to the reverse lexicographic order. We will use this order in the following lemma and proposition. And we say that a monomial
x2 . In that case, we also say that (α 1 , α 2 ) is obtained from (β 1 , β 2 ) by elementary Borel move.
Set |α| := α 1 + α 2 . Note that if |α| = |β| and (
2 is obtained from x The assertion follows by Remark 2.14.
